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Executive Summary

This deliverable is aimed at reporting updates in the evaluation of the advance of the
state-of-the-art by using the WP2 concepts and tools designed for Exascale systems.
In particular, the deliverable presents and discusses the results of the research work
done around the programming features and the run rime mechanisms of the DCEx
programming framework prototype.

The deliverable describes the implementation status and the use of the software
prototypes developed in WP2 for developing and running Exascale applications in
the DCEx+GrPPI framework. In fact, these are based on the DCEx programming
model and its integration within the GrPPI run-time extended with some design and
execution mechanisms designed in the WP2 of ASPIDE.

We present here how to design programs using the DCEx prototype and how some
use cases are implemented with the advanced version of the DCEx prototype.
Moreover, we discuss a scheduler prototype implemented for the management of
data and task locality. The deliverable describes also the deployment of the prototype
on parallel machines, as well as tools developed for autotuning, management of
events and anomalies and interaction with the DCEx scheduler. Furthermore, we
report on both the status of prototypes of monitoring and analysis tools.

The deliverable structure is organized as follows. After the Introduction, Chapter 2
discusses how to design applications in the most recent version of the DCEx+GrPPI
framework prototype, then it outlines the status of the prototype also including
installation operations. Chapter 3 presents the implementation of software use
cases by using the programming mechanisms available in the current version of
the ASPIDE prototype. This shows how updates in the software prototype features
influence program development. Chapter 4 describes the design and evaluation
of a data-locality approach for DCEx programs based on a data-aware scheduling
strategy used for the execution of large-scale task workflows. Chapter 5 presents the
autotuning approach designed in the project, which is based on a multi-objective
optimisation algorithm considering multi-dimensional search space with plugable
objectives and including execution time and energy. The presented approach utilizes
a machine learning based events detection approach that is capable of identifying
point and contextual anomalies. Chapter 6 describes the use of the ASPIDE moni-
toring and testing features in the development of DCEx programs. Finally, Chapter
5 concludes the report.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main goal of Work package 2 has been the design and development of a
DCEx, a novel programming model offering efficient mechanisms for supporting
the implementation of scalable algorithms and applications on Exascale computing
systems. A main focus of this model is on designing data intensive applications
running on systems composed of millions of computing elements. WP2 aims also to
study efficient and scalable runtime mechanisms for supporting Exascale program
executions able to scale on very large computing systems.

As introduced in D2.4 and discussed in D2.5, we implemented the integration of
DCEx into the GrPPI programming framework. This effort required the binding of
patterns we defined for the DCEx programming abstractions to a new runtime. To
achieve this goal, we designed a new execution model for GrPPI, represented by
the DCEx_runtime class. The DCEx runtime receives the code of a GrPPI+DCEx
parallel application and generates the code that it will be executed on the workers by
analyzing the inputs of the application. The main DCEx entities interacting with the
runtime are: Master, Worker, CNode, CArea, Data Parallel Block (DPB), Partition,
Program, and Tasks.

In this deliverable we discuss the advancements achieved after the previous release
of the DCEx+GrPPI prototype, some new features introduced in the new release
and experiments carried out on some tools that are part of the DCEx software
architecture. In the deliverable we focus on the work done during T2.1-T2.4. In
particular to software prototypes that are a direct result of the aforementioned tasks
and the preliminary work presented in deliverables D2.1-D2.5.

In the follwing chapters we present how to design programs using the DCEx
prototype and how some use cases are implemented with the advanced version of
the DCEx prototype. Moreover, we discuss a scheduler prototype implemented
for the management of data and task locality. The deliverable describes also the
deployment of the prototype on parallel machines, as well as tools developed for
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autotuning, management of events and anomalies and the interaction with the DCEx
scheduler. Furthermore, we report on both the status of prototypes of monitoring
and testing tools.

The deliverable structure is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses how to design
and run applications in the most recent version of the DCEx+GrPPI framework
prototype. In explaining these functions, the chapter also provides a short description
of the status of the prototype including details of installation operations.

Chapter 3 presents the implementation of software use cases by using the program-
ming mechanisms available in the current version of the ASPIDE prototype. The
contents of this chapter show how the updates introduced in the software prototype
features influenced program development.

Chapter 4 describes the design and evaluation of a data-locality approach for DCEx
programs based on a data-aware scheduling strategy used for the execution of large-
scale task workflows. The designed scheduler is based on three key features: (a)
critical path analysis, for discovering the critical tasks of a workflow and reducing
data transferring between nodes; (b) work giving, a new dynamic planning strategy
for migrating tasks from overloaded to unloaded nodes; and (c) task replication,
which executes task replicas on different nodes for improving both execution time
and fault tolerance.

Chapter 5 presents the autotuning approach designed in the project, which is based
on a multi-objective optimisation algorithm considering multi-dimensional search
space with plugable objectives and including execution time and energy. The
presented approach utilizes a machine learning based events detection approach that
is capable of identifying point and contextual anomalies. Chapter 6 describes the
use of the ASPIDE monitoring and testing features in the development of DCEx
programs. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the report.

Overall the deliverable reports on the status of research and development activities
and on the achieved results based on activities of WP2 about software architecture,
techniques and tools for Exascale systems. Provided contribution concern significant
research issues like programming abstractions for Exascale, scalable software
solutions and run-time mechanisms, task and data locality management, application
autotuning and event detection, monitoring and testing of Exascale programs. All
these issues are addressed and solved in WP2 and in related Work packages and
represent the main topics of the ASPIDE project.
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Chapter 2

Developing and Running DCEx
Code

This chapter describe the most recent version od the DCEx prototype implemented
on top of the GrPPI framework.

2.1 Designing programs

In this section, we describe the new patterns designed to provide application
developers to define application task workflows usign DCEx and GrPPI: Path
generator, Task, Split-join and Critical.

2.1.1 Task

This pattern is designed to provide a way to introduce external applications or
commands as part of DCEx pipeline stages. This pattern interface, shown in
Listing 2.1, receives as an argument a single function to generate the command to
be executed for each task. This function provided by the user must receive an item
and generate a string. When running, this pattern will receive the item from the
previous stage and will pass it to the function provided by the user. Afterward, the
generated string for the given item will be run and the original item variable will
be passed to the next stage. Note that, the value of the input item can be modified
for the subsequent task by the user if the item variable is received by reference and
modified in the function body. Basically, this pattern lets the user executes any
external application, script or command as a task of the pipeline.

Listing 2.1: Task pattern interface.
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template <typename T>
auto task(T && task_function);

To better describe the use of the task pattern, Listing 2.2 shows an example of a
DCEx pipeline using the task pattern as one of its stages. This basic application
generates a sequence of numbers from 0 to the value of the last variable. Then,
these numbers are passed as input of the next stage that generates the command to
be executed. In this case, the function provided by the user for the task pattern will
print the number received as argument and will execute the hostname command.
Therefore, the result of executing each task will print a number and the hostname
of the node that executes the task. Additionally, the task pattern is composed with
a farm pattern determining that each task has no data dependencies apart from the
data generated in the previous stage. That means that multiple instances of the task
can be executed in parallel. In a nutshell, this pattern allows application developers
to use GrPPi as a tool to define application flows and schedule the execution of each
task.

Listing 2.2: Task pattern example.

pipeline(
[&i,last]()->optional<int> {
if(i<last) return i++;
else return{};
},
task([](int i){
return "printf ’" + std::to_string(i)+ "’ &&

(cont.)hostname";
}
)

2.1.2 Split-join

This pattern allows introducing a point to diverge the execution flow into several
flows and then merge it again after executing the corresponding flows. The interface
of this pattern, shown in Listing 2.3, receives as arguments a split policy and the list
of flows to be executed. As for the split policy, we support the duplicate and split-
join policies that determine how the input items are segregated among the different
flows defined by the user. The duplicate policy creates a copy of the incoming items
and initiates the execution of all the flows defined by the user. On the contrary, the
round-robin policy executes a single flow for each item following a round-robin
policy. Nonetheless, we plan to extend these policies to support receiving a function
to determine which flows should be executed for each input item.
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Regarding the list of flows, each of them can be a single task or a pattern composition,
for instance, a given flow can be defined as a pipeline to execute a set of consecutive
tasks, After executing the corresponding flow(s) the resulting data will be joined to
generate a tuple containing the output of all the flows. In the current version, only
one of those results will be passed to the next stage, but we plan to introduce a set
of joining policies in order to provide users the ability to decide which outputs will
be used for the input of the next stage.

Listing 2.3: Split-join pattern interface.

template <typename Policy, typename ...
(cont.)Transformers>

auto split-join(Policy policy, Transformers && ...
(cont.) flows);

To further explain the workings of this pattern, Listing 2.4 shows an example
of pattern compositions using the split-join pattern. In this case, the first stage
generates a sequence of numbers from 0 to the value of last variable. Afterward,
the split-join pattern generates the multiple execution paths for the inputs. Since
the selected split policy is duplicate, each number will be duplicated to be used on
each path. As observed, each path is defined as a task that will print a message
indicating the number and the executed branch and will pass the input number
without modifying it for the next stage. These tasks will be executed in parallel as
soon as the input data becomes available and after all of them have finished it will
launch the task defined after the joining point. In other words, the task after the
join will have data dependencies with the corresponding flow execution. Basically,
thanks to this pattern, the developers can define directed acyclic graphs as for the
execution of a given application.

Listing 2.4: Split-join pattern example.

pipeline(
[&i,last]()->optional<int> {
if(i<last) return i++;
else return{};
},
split_join(duplicate{},
[](int id){
cout << id << "branch 1" << endl;
return id;
},
[](int id){
cout << id << "branch 2" << endl;
return id;
},
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[](int id){
cout << id << "branch 3" << endl;
return id;
},
),
[](int id){
cout << id << "After join" <<endl;
}
)

2.1.3 Critical

This pattern defines a task that, when executed, does not allow to run any other task
on the same node simultaneously. In this sense, when the scheduler assigns a critical
task to be executed on a node, the scheduler will wait for its finalization before
assigning new tasks to that node. This way, all the resources of a given machine
will be available for executing a critical task. This pattern can be used when the task
is internally parallelized or if its execution requires a limited resource of the system.
For instance, if the critical task executes an external application that takes advantage
of the whole computing resources of the machine, there will be no interferences
produced by executing other tasks on the same node. The interface of this pattern,
shown in Listing 2.5, receives as an argument the function or pattern to be executed.

Listing 2.5: Critical pattern interface.

template <typename Transformer>
auto critical(Transformer && function);

To better explain the functionality of this pattern, Listing 2.6 shows an example
of the critical pattern. In the same way as the previous examples, the first stage
generates a sequence of numbers from 0 to the value of last and passes each of
them to the next stage. Then, since the next task is critical, the scheduler will
assign a single critical task to each node and won’t execute any other task until its
finalization. As observed, the critical task is defined by using the task pattern that
will run an external application that receives the number as an argument. In this case,
the external application is already parallelized and will use all of the computing
resources available in the system. This way, since the scheduler won’t assign more
tasks to a node executing a critical task, there will be no interferences from DCEx
to the external application.

Listing 2.6: Critical pattern example.

pipeline(
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[&i,last]()->optional<int> {
if(i<last) return i++;
else return{};
},
critical(
task([](int i){
return "./parallel_application "+ std::to_string(

(cont.)id);
})
)
)

2.1.4 Path generator

In this subsection, we introduce the concept of “path generator”. This abstraction
works as a stream generator, which forwards a specific element to the next stage of
the pipeline. This solution enables the simplification of dealing with complex data
path structures. Currently, we provide support for the following path generators:

• all: returns all possible paths inside a container at first level of recursion.

• filter: returns a filtered list of paths inside a container at first level of recursion.

• locale: considers the data locality of the path and the execution Cnode. This
path generator enables data locallity by selecting coexisting data and compote
nodes.

An example of the usage of a path generator is shown in Listing 2.7. First, in Line
5, a new binary data container is created, indicating a URI of the data source (more
details about URI is Deliverable D4.3). In Line 7, we prepare a workflow execution
by using a pipeline parallel pattern. This pipeline is composed by a farm and a
simple lambda. In this case, we define as first stage of the pipeline a all-based path
generator. This stage returns each path inside the previous created binary container.
It is important to note that containers provide a iterator-like vision, which simplifies
the path generation.

In case of running path generators in a fully parallel runtime like MPI, each deployed
process will take a subset of paths. It is important to note that file sharing is not
supported in the DCEx programming model as described in previous deliverables
(Deliverable D2.1 and D2.2).

1

2

3 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{};
4

5 binary_container folders("file://home/aspide/data/");
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6

7 pipeline( exec,
8 all(folders),
9 farm(task([](std::string & path) {

10 std::cout << "Creating folder " << path << std::endl;
11 return "mkdir -p " + path;
12 })),
13 [](std::string & path) {
14 std::cout << "Created " + path << std::endl;
15 }
16 );

Listing 2.7: Path generator for pipelines.

2.2 Notebook-based programming

In order to facilitate the development and testing of massive parallel applications,
DCEx programming model is fully compatible with the Xeus-Cling platform 1.
This enable the execution in cells, allowing the integration with other tools such as
visualization or external data analytics tools.

The first setup requires the modification of a file called initstdlibs.h that contains
all the path and routes of the employed libraries, including both header and dynamic
libraries paths. Listing 2.8 shows an example of a configuration file.

1 #pragma cling add_include_path("/home/aspide/dcex/build/../include
/")

2 #pragma cling add_include_path("/home/aspide/dcex/build/../
external/aspide_datamodel/include/")

3 #pragma cling add_include_path("/opt/anaconda3/pkgs/log4cxx
-0.11.0-h0856e36_1/include/")

4 #pragma cling add_include_path("/opt/anaconda3/envs/boost/include
")

5

6 #pragma cling add_library_path("/home/aspide/dcex/build/external/
aspide_datamodel/src/")

7 #pragma cling add_library_path("/home/aspide/dcex/build/external/
imss/app/")

8 #pragma cling add_library_path("/opt/anaconda3/envs/xeus-cling/lib
/")

9 #pragma cling add_library_path("/opt/anaconda3/envs/boost/lib/")
10

11

12 #pragma cling load("liblog4cxx.so.10")
13 #pragma cling load("libaspide_datamodel_shared.so")
14 #pragma cling load("libimss_shared.so")
15 #pragma cling load("libboost_serialization.so.1.73")
16

17 #define GRPPI_DCEX 1

Listing 2.8: Xeus-cling setup.

1https://xeus-cling.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.
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Once the initial setup is done, DCEx-based code can be implemented on top of
Xeus-Cling cells as shown in Figure 2.1. In this example, we shown how to insert
our code inside a cell and how we are able to generate a regular binary for its direct
execution or to run the specific cell inside Cling runtime.

Figure 2.1: Cell-like programming using Xeus-Cling.

Figure 2.2 shows and example of the execution modes available using DCEx as a
notebook. Three alternatives are possible. First, a classical invocation is provide
by executing binaries with and without environment variables (Cells 1 and 2). In
this case, Log4cxx2 is provided for enriching the logging system and supporting
autotunning techniques. Second, it is possible to executing binaries compiled out
the Xeus-Cling platforms (Cell 3). Finally, it is possible to take advantage of MPI
for deploying the DCEx application in parallel. For that, we need to enumerate first
the list of machines involved in the execution (Cell 6) by creating a new file and
second, to execute the application using the previous file (Cell 7). It is important to
note that the file resource description file is latter translated to internal Careas and
Cnodes.

2https://logging.apache.org/.
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Figure 2.2: Execution modes using notebooks.

2.3 Prototype Status

The current prototype is available at https://gitlab.arcos.inf.uc3m.
es/aspide/dcex.git. This repository is open to the community.

2.3.1 Installation instructions

The software has been tested using the following packages

• libczmq-dev

• liblog4cxx10v5

• libboost1.65-dev

• libboost-serialization1.65.1

As mentioned before, the current DCEx prototype is supported by two external
components: container (result of Work Package 4) and the in-memory storage
system (result of Work Package 4).

The project is managed by CMAKE configuration files. The compilation process is
as follows:

git clone https://gitlab.arcos.inf.uc3m.es/aspide/
(cont.)dcex.git

cd dcex
git submodule init
mkdir build
cd build
cmake ..
make -j
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Chapter 3

Use Cases Software Development

This chapter describes how to develop and run applications using the most recent
version of the DCEx+GrPPI framework prototype. The programming examples
discussed here are based on use cases defined in the project.

3.1 Urban computing use case development

This section reports some sections of DCEx+GrPPI code that implement the main
steps of the urban computing workflow. Specifically, the workflow is composed of
five main steps (see Figure 3.1):

A. Crawling: during this step, it is possible to run multiple crawlers in parallel
for collecting large amounts of data from social media. If data have already
been downloaded and stored in files, a specific crawler is used to load the
data.

B. Filtering: this step uses a set of filtering functions to verify whether the social
media items meet certain conditions or not.

C. Automatic keywords extraction and data grouping: this step extracts keywords
identifying the places of interests (PoIs); then, it uses these keywords for
grouping social media items according to the places they refer to. If the
keywords are provided as a workflow input, the extraction step can be skipped.

D. RoIs extraction using a parallel clustering approach: starting from grouped
social media data, a parallel clustering approach (ParCA) is exploited to
identify Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) efficiently. The RoI extraction step can be
skipped if the RoIs are provided as input of the workflow.

E. Frequent pattern mining: this step discovers behavior rules, correlations and
mobility patterns of people, by analysing geotagged social media items. In
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particular, both associative and sequential analysis can be performed, using
FPGrowth and Prefix-Span algorithms, respectively.

Figure 3.1: Workflow of the urban computing use-case.

Compared to the previous Deliverable 2.5, we adopted a more suitable library to
handle JSON format, namely JSON for Modern C++ 1, which provides a very
intuitive syntax, while preserving memory efficiency.

In the following sections, we report the main method and some of most important
functions it recalls during the execution of the Urban Computing application.

3.1.1 Application main

The main method of the Urban Computing application starts collecting the command-
line parameters, which are used to configure the execution environment and appli-
cation workflow. Listing 3.1 shows how the main method configures the DCEx
environment and creates the Execution Model to execute the different workflow
stages.

1 ...
2 using namespace dcex;
3 //initializes the dcex environment
4 std::map<int,string> machines = {<list-of-IP-addresses>};
5 dcex::initialize(machines);
6 //creates the dcex_grppi runtime
7 dcex_grppi runtime(node_id, server_id, server_port);
8 //defines a CArea
9 CArea ca(carea_size);

10 std::cout << ca.toString() << std::endl;
11 //gets the dcex execution model for grppi
12 auto exec = runtime.get_execution(ca);
13 ...

Listing 3.1: DCEx code snippet of the main function for setting up the environment.

After configuring the execution environment, the main method performs the data
processing and analysis functions. As stated in the previous deliverables, the urban

1https://github.com/nlohmann/json
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computing application works on geotagged social media items. In addition, the area
under analysis, on which such social media items have been collected, has been
divided into squared cells of equal size. Then, as shown in Listing 3.2, the main
method performs the following workflow steps:

• Data Filtering: it filters the social media items that contain tags and geograph-
ical coordinates.

• Keywords extraction: the tags of filtered social media items are processed to
extract keywords that can identify the PoIs within each cell of the area under
analysis. In particular, stop words and some not useful dictionary terms are
removed.

• Top Keywords extraction: during this step, the most frequent keywords (e.g.,
top-N) are extracted from each cell. These keywords are most likely the ones
that better identify the PoIs in each cell.

• Data grouping: the keywords calculated at the previous step are used to group
the geotagged items associated to each PoI.

• RoI extraction: a data parallel clustering is exploited for extracting RoIs from
social media data grouped by keywords. During this step, multiple instances
of DBSCAN run in parallel over the different groups of social media items
that have been found at the previous step.

• Transactions extraction: this step extracts the RoIs that appear in users’ daily
paths. In particular, this step transforms the locations visited by users from
geographical coordinates into of RoIs.

• Frequent Pattern mining: analyzes the dataset containing the RoIs visited by
the users for extracting frequent patterns. In the following we discuss the
use of the FPGrowth algorithm for extracting the most frequent sets of RoIs
visited by users in a single day.

1 ...
2 // items filtering
3 filter_geoitems(exec, inputFile, "file:/./geoitems");
4

5 // keywords extraction
6 extract_keywordsInCell(exec, "file:/./geoitems", "file:/./

keywordsInCell");
7

8 // top keywords extraction
9 extract_topKeywords(exec, "file:/./keywordsInCell", "file:/./

topKeywords");
10

11 // data per keywords extraction
12 data_grouping(exec, "file:/./geoitems", "file:/./topKeywords", "

file:/./dataPerKeywords");
13

14 // RoIs extraction
15 extract_rois(exec, "file:/./dataPerKeywords", "file:/./rois");
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16

17 // Transactions extraction
18 extract_transactions(exec, "file:/./geoitems", "file:/./rois", "

file:/./transactions");
19

20 // frequent pattern mining
21 frequentPatternsMining("file:/.transactions", "file:/./

frequentPatterns");

Listing 3.2: DCEx code snippet of the main method that executes the different
workflow steps

In the following we discuss in more detail the functions used at the different
workflow steps that have been introduced above.

3.1.2 Data filtering

Listing 3.3 shows the GrPPi-DCEx code used for implementing the data filtering
step, which parses a set of social media items (in JSON format) and produces
a new set by including only the ones that are geolocalized and contain tags. In
particular, the filtering method exploits the Pipeline pattern, which accepts: i)
an input container from which the items are read, ii) two filtering transformers
(i.e., isGeotagged and hasTags), and iii) an output container to which the filtered
geotagged items are written.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void filter_geoitems(Execution & exec, string inputItemsFile,

string geoitemsFile){
3 aspide::text_in_container input_items(inputItemsFile, ’\n’);
4 aspide::output_container geoitems_out(geoitemsFile);
5 cout << "filtering geotagged items..." << endl;
6 grppi::pipeline(
7 exec,
8 input_items,
9 grppi::keep([&](string line){

10 json obj = json::parse(line);
11 return jsonDao->isGeotagged(obj);
12 }),
13 grppi::keep([&](string line){
14 json obj = json::parse(line);
15 return jsonDao->hasTags(obj);
16 }),
17 geoitems_out
18 );
19

20 cout << "geotagged items filtered." << endl;
21 }

Listing 3.3: DCEx code snippet for data filtering metho

As shown in Figure 3.2, the filtering function processes each social media item by
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removing those that do not meet the set criteria.

input filter:isGeotagged filter:hasTags output

Figure 3.2: Filtering data flow.

3.1.3 Keywords extraction

Listing 3.4 shows the GrPPI-DCEx code for the keywords extraction method. The
algorithm exploits the Map-Reduce pattern. Specifically, for each geotagged item,
the mapper determines the cell in which the item falls into and keywords it contains.
In particular, the mapper processes the tags of each social media items by removing
stop words and not useful dictionary terms. The reducer takes care of merging all
the keywords by cell. The output file contains the list of words contained in a cell
and their frequency. In particular, such an output file is produced using a format
writer object (i.e., keywordsInCellFormatter) that receives the output map from
a reducer and encode its entries in JSON strings. The reducer exploits an utility
function, namely (combineMaps), to merge partial data obtained from the different
mappers.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_keywordsInCell(Execution & exec, string geoitemsFile,

string keywordsInCellFile){
3 cout << "computing keywordsInCell..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container geoitems_in(geoitemsFile, ’\n’);
5 aspide::output_container keywordsInCell_out(keywordsInCellFile

);
6

7 aspide::format_writer keywordsInCellFormatter(
8 keywordsInCell_out,
9 [](unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> result)

{
10 std::ostringstream s;
11 for (auto & w : item)
12 {
13 Cell & cell = w.first;
14 unordered_map<string, int> & tagFreq = w.second;
15 json jsonPair;
16 jsonPair["cell"] = {cell.getLatitude(), cell.

getLongitude()};
17 jsonPair["tagFreq"] = json(tagFreq);
18 s << jsonPair.dump() << std::endl;
19 }
20 return s.str();
21 }
22 );
23 grppi::map_reduce(
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24 exec,
25 geoitems_in,
26 keywordsInCellFormatter,
27 // mapper
28 [](std::string line)-> unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<

string, int>>
29 {
30 unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> m;
31 json x = json::parse(line);
32 auto key = getCell(x, cellSize);
33 auto value = getTagFreq(x);
34 m.insert({key,value});
35 return m;
36 },
37 // reducer
38 [](unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> &lhs,
39 unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> &rhs)
40 -> unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>>
41 {
42 for (auto & w : rhs) {
43 lhs[w.first] = combineMaps(
44 lhs[w.first],
45 w.second,
46 [](int x, int y){return x+y;}
47 );
48 }
49 return lhs;
50 }
51 );
52 cout << "keywordsInCell computed." << endl;
53 }
54

55 template<typename Map, typename ValueCombiner>
56 static Map combineMaps(Map & m1, Map & m2, ValueCombiner &

combiner){
57 Map result;
58 result.insert(m1.begin(), m1.end());
59

60 for(auto kv : m2){
61 if(result.count(kv.first) > 0){
62 result[kv.first] = combiner(result[kv.first], kv.second);
63 } else {
64 result.insert(kv);
65 }
66 }
67 return result;
68 }

Listing 3.4: DCEx code snippet for keywords extraction method

Figure 3.3 illustrates the keywords extraction data flow. The intermediate data
generated by mappers are aggregated by reducers so as to generate the final output.
As shown, such a flow contains some stages for sorting and distributing intermediate
data in order to generate the final output, which are typical of the Map-Reduce
execution flow.
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input
map: item ->

(Cell, (hashtag, freq))
reduce

(Cell, (hashtag, freq)) output

Figure 3.3: Keywords extraction data flow.

3.1.4 Top Keywords extraction

Listing 3.5 shows the code used to compute the most frequent keywords in each cell,
starting from the output (i.e., keywordsInCell) of the previous step. Also in this case,
the algorithm is based on the Map-Reduce parallel pattern. As shown in Figure 3.4,
for each cell, the mapper searches a number of keywords (i.e., numTopKeywords)
that occur at least minOcc times.

The helper function getTopKeywords, which is used by the mapper, computes the
most frequent keywords in a cell. Finally, the reducer performs a merging of the
results coming from the different mappers.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_topKeywords(Execution & exec, string

keywordsInCellFile, string topKeywordsFile){
3 cout << "extracting top keywords..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container keywordsInCell_in(keywordsInCellFile

, ’\n’);
5 aspide::output_container topKeywords_out(topKeywordsFile);
6

7 aspide::format_writer topKeywordsFormatter(
8 topKeywords_out,
9 [](set<string> out){

10 std::ostringstream s;
11 for (auto & w : out)
12 s << w << std::endl;
13 return s.str();
14 }
15 );
16 grppi::map_reduce(
17 exec,
18 keywordsInCell_in,
19 topKeywordsFormatter,
20 // mapper
21 [](string line)->set<string>
22 {
23 json jsonPair = json::parse(line);
24 Cell cell(jsonPair["cell"].value("lat", 0.0), jsonPair

["cell"].value("long", 0.0));
25 unordered_map<string, int> tagFreq = jsonPair.at("

tagFreq").get<unordered_map<string, int>>();
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26 pair<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> cellMap =
make_pair(cell, tagFreq);

27 pair<Cell, vector<pair<string, int>>> topKeywords =
topKeywords(cellMap, numTopKeywords, minOcc);

28 set<string> result;
29 if(topKeywords.second.size()>0){ //filter
30 for(auto & p : topKeywords.second)
31 result.push_back(p.first);
32 }
33 return result;
34 },
35 // reducer
36 [](set<string> & lhs, set<string> & rhs) -> set<string>
37 {
38 lhs.insert(rhs.begin(), rhs.end());
39 return lhs;
40 }
41 );
42 cout << "top keywords extracted..." << endl;
43 }

Listing 3.5: DCEx code snippet of the top keywords extraction method

Input
map: item ->
set(hashtag)

reduce
set(top-hashtag) output

Figure 3.4: Top Keywords extraction data flow.

3.1.5 Data grouping

Listing 3.6 shows the Map-Reduce algorithm used to group the geotagged items
that can be associated to each PoI. In particular, the algorithm, given a keyword k
that identifies a PoI p, a social media item g is associated to p if it contains k.

As shown in Figure 3.5, each mapper associates social media items to PoIs and
converts them in geographical points, so as to be ready for the clustering step. Then,
the reducers aggregates all the points that are associated to the same PoI.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_dataPerKeywords(Execution & exec, string geoitemsFile

, string topKeywordsFile, string dataPerKeywordsFile){
3 cout << "computing dataPerKeywords..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container geoitems_in(geoitemsFile, ’\n’);
5 aspide::text_in_container topKeywords_in(topKeywordsFile, ’\n

’);
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6 aspide::output_container dataPerKeywords_out(
dataPerKeywordsFile);

7

8 aspide::format_writer dataPerKeywordsFormatter(
9 dataPerKeywords_out,

10 [](unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> & map){
11 std::ostringstream s;
12 for(auto & kv : map){
13 json jsonPair;
14 jsonPair["first"] = kv.first;
15 jsonPair["second"] = json::array(kv.second);
16 s << jsonPair.dump() << endl;
17 }
18 return s.str();
19 }
20 );
21

22 grppi::map_reduce(
23 exec,
24 geoitems_in,
25 dataPerKeywordsFormatter,
26 //mapper
27 [&](string line)->unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint

>> {
28 json x = json::parse(line);
29 vector<pair<string,ClusterPoint>> vect =

splitDataPerKeywords(exec, x, topKeywords_in);
30

31 unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>>
dataPerKeywords;

32 for(pair<string,ClusterPoint> x : vect){
33 if(dataPerKeywords.count(x.first)){
34 list<ClusterPoint> current = dataPerKeywords[x

.first];
35 current.push_back(x.second);
36 dataPerKeywords[x.first] = current;
37 } else {
38 dataPerKeywords[x.first] = {x.second};
39 }
40 }
41 return dataPerKeywords;
42 },
43 //reducer
44 [](unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> & lhs,

unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> & rhs)
45 -> unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>>
46 {
47 for(pair<string,list<ClusterPoint>> & x : rhs){
48 if(lhs.count(x.first)){
49 list<ClusterPoint> & current = lhs[x.first];
50 current.insert(x.second.begin(), x.second.end

());
51 } else {
52 lhs[x.first] = x.second;
53 }
54 }
55 return lhs;
56 }
57 );
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58 cout << "dataPerKeywords computed." << endl;
59 }

Listing 3.6: DCEx code snippet of the data grouping method

input
map: item ->

(hashtag, PoI)
reduce

(hashtag, [list of PoIs]) output

Figure 3.5: PoIs extraction data flow.

3.1.6 RoI extraction

Listing 3.7 shows the GrPPI-DCEx code for the RoIs extraction step. The goal of
this step is defining a set of Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) from the points assigned to
the different PoIs. The algorithm exploits the Map-Reduce pattern. Specifically, for
each keyword (i.e., a PoI), all the associated geographical points are processed by
using the DBSCAN algorithm, which aggregates them into clusters (see Figure 3.6).
Among these clusters, the one containing the greatest number of points is selected
and used to represents the Region-of-Interest (RoI) associated to the PoI. Such
cluster can be converted into a polygon, and eventually displayed on a map, by
using a convex hull algorithm.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_rois(Execution & exec, string dataPerKeywordsFile,

string roisFile){
3 cout << "computing rois..." << endl;
4

5 aspide::text_in_container dataPerKeywords_in(
dataPerKeywordsFile, ’\n’);

6 aspide::output_container rois_out(roisFile);
7 map<string, Geometry> rois;
8

9 aspide::format_writer roisFormatter(
10 rois_out,
11 [](map<string, Geometry> & rois_map){
12 std::ostringstream s;
13 rois = rois_map;
14 for(auto & kv : rois_map){
15 json jsonPair;
16 jsonPair["first"] = kv.first;
17 jsonPair["second"] = json(kv.second);
18 s << jsonPair.dump() << endl;
19 }
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20 return s.str();
21 }
22 );
23 grppi::map_reduce(
24 exec,
25 dataPerKeywords_in,
26 roisFormatter,
27 //mapper
28 [](string line)->map<string, Geometry>{
29 json jsonPair = json.parse(line);
30 string roi_name = jsonPair["first"].get<string>();
31 list<ClusterPoint> pois = jsonPair["second"].get<list<

ClusterPoint>>();
32 Geometry* roi = getRoI(pois, eps, minPts);
33 map<string, Geometry> roi_map;
34 if(roi != NULL)
35 roi_map[roi_name] = *roi;
36 return roi_map;
37 },
38 //reducer
39 [](map<string, Geometry> & lhs, map<string, Geometry> &

rhs)
40 -> map<string, Geometry>
41 {
42 for(auto & kv : rhs)
43 lhs[kv.first] = kv.second;
44 return lhs;
45 }
46 );
47 cout << "rois computed." << endl;
48 }

Listing 3.7: DCEx code snippet of the RoI extraction method

input
map: item ->

(hashtag, RoI)
reduce

(name, RoI) output

Figure 3.6: RoI extraction data flow.

3.1.7 Transactions extraction

Starting from the RoIs calculated at the previous step, the Map-Reduce algorithm
defined in Listing 3.8 transforms the locations visited by users from pairs of coordi-
nates (longitude/latitude) into of RoIs.

Specifically, for each social media item, a mapper extracts the user and day of
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the post to create a < user, day > pair. Exploiting the geographical coordinates
of each social media item, such pairs are associated to a RoI. Then, the reduce
step aggregates intermediate data coming from the mappers (i.e., << user, day >
,RoI >) and produces a dataset containing the list of RoIs visited by each user in
the different days (see Figure 3.7).

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_transactions(Execution & exec, string geoitemsFile,

string roisFile, string transactionsFile){
3 cout << "computing roiPaths..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container geoitems_in(geoitemsFile, ’\n’);
5 aspide::text_in_container rois_in(roisFile, ’\n’);
6 aspide::output_container transactions_out(transactionsFile);
7

8 aspide::format_writer transactionsFormatter(
9 transactions_out,

10 [](map<string, list<string>> out){
11 std::ostringstream s;
12 for(auto & p : out){
13 json jsonTransaction = json::array(p.second);
14 s << jsonTransaction.dump() << std::endl;
15 }
16 return s.str();
17 }
18 );
19 grppi::map_reduce(
20 exec,
21 geoitems_in,
22 transactionsFormatter,
23 //mapper
24 [](string line)->map<string, list<string>>{
25 json x = json::parse(line);
26 string nameAndDay = getNameAndDay(x);
27 string roi = getRoI(exec, item, rois_in);
28 map<string, list<string>> out;
29 if(roi != "")
30 out[nameAndDay]={roi};
31 return out;
32 },
33 //reducer
34 [](map<string, list<string>> & lhs, map<string, list<

string>> & rhs)
35 -> map<string, list<string>>
36 {
37 for(auto & kv : rhs){
38 if(!lhs.count(kv.first))
39 lhs[kv.first] = {};
40 lhs[kv.first].insert(kv.second.begin(), kv.second.

end());
41 }
42 return lhs;
43 }
44 );
45 cout << "transactions computed." << endl;
46 }

Listing 3.8: DCEx code snippet of the RoI path extraction method
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Input
map: item ->

(<name,day>,RoI)
reduce

(<name,day>, [list of RoIs]) output

Figure 3.7: RoI path extraction data flow.

3.1.8 Frequent pattern mining

During the last step of our use case, the FPGrowth algorithm is used for extract-
ing the most frequent sets of RoIs visited by social media users in a single day.
Listing 3.9 shows three functions used in this step:

• load_transactions: it loads the transactions from the container created at the
previous step in a local in-memory data structure;

• write_frequentPatterns: it writes the computed frequent patterns, received in
a local data structure, to the final output container;

• frequentPatternsMining: it invokes a function that executes an instance of the
FPGrowth algorithm.

Figure 3.8 shows the data flow of the frequent pattern mining algorithm. In particular,
the FPGrowth algorithm processes the input transactions and distributes results into
a distributed storage system.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void load_transactions(string transactionsFile, vector<vector<

string>> transactions_output){
3 cout << "loading transactions..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container file(transactionsFile,’\n’);
5 auto iter = file.begin();
6 while(iter != file.end()){
7 auto line = *iter;
8 json tJson = json::parse(line);
9 vector<string> transaction = tJson.get<vector<string>>();

10 transactions_output.push_back(transaction);
11 ++iter;
12 }
13 cout << "transactions loaded." << endl;
14 }
15

16 template<typename Execution>
17 void write_frequentPatterns(vector<vector<string>>

frequentPatterns, string patternsFile){
18 cout << "writing patterns..." << endl;
19 aspide::output_container frequentPatterns_out(patternsFile);
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20 aspide::flusher flusher = frequentPatterns_out.get_flusher();
21 for(vector<string> pattern : frequentPatterns){
22 json jsonPattern = json::array(pattern);
23 flusher << jsonPattern.dump();
24 }
25 cout << "patterns written." << endl;
26 }
27

28 template<typename Execution>
29 void frequentPatternsMining(string transactionsFile, string

patternsFile){
30 cout << "mining frequent patterns..." << std::endl;
31 vector<vector<string>> transactions;
32 vector<pair<vector<string>, uint64_t>> frequentPatterns;
33 // load
34 load_transactions(transactionsFile, transactions);
35 // compute
36 grppi::parallel_execution_native exec();
37 fpgrowth_grppi(exec, transactions, minSupport,

frequentPatterns);
38 // write
39 write_frequentPatterns(frequentPatterns, patternsFile);
40 cout << "process successful." << endl;
41 }

Listing 3.9: DCEx code snippet of the frequent pattern mining function

Input Output
FPGrowth

Figure 3.8: Frequent pattern mining data flow.

3.2 Deep Learning use case development

This section reports technical details of Deep Learning use cases in context of
integration with GrPPI. The general Deep Learning workflow presented in Figure
3.9 is applied to all use cases.

As described in D5.3, the most data intensive phase in Deep Learning use cases is
preprocessing, thus all technical details relate to this phase only.
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Figure 3.9: Workflow of the Deep Learning use cases.

3.2.1 Text files processing

Text file processing is related to Anomaly detection in electric vehicles use case.
In this case, logs derived directly from CAN-bus are stored in text file in encoded
format. These files stores values available of all parameters monitored in a vehicle
and thus single file can consist of up to few millions of lines (which requires from
hundreds of MB up to few GB). Each file must be preprocessed in order to extract
the relevant data. In CAN-bus, the parameters values are encoded in seperate lines
in hexadecimal format.

The main idea of parallelisation in such cases is to process (in Anomaly detection
use case to decode) file in parallel using MAP pattern implemented in GrPPI with
OpenMP. This means, that each CPU core process dedicated part of lines from a
given file.

Listing 3.10 shows the GrPPi-DCEx code used for implementing the decoding
function, which is responsible for decoding values from hexadecimal format to
decimal. This conversion uses map pattern and is run with openMP mechanism to
parallelise computations.

1 std::vector<double> getDecimalValues(const std::string & opt, std
::vector<std::vector<std::string>> data, std::vector<int>
start_byte_bit_len, std::vector<float> offsetFactor)

2 {
3 /*
4 Calculate decimal values for given vector of vectors of

strings. Data variable stores hexadecimal string values,
start_byte_bit_len stores information about strart byte
position, start bit and length,

5 while offsetFactor stores information about offset and factor
used to decoding values. Grppi variable indicates whether to
use grppi (with thr mode) or make sequentially.

6 */
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7 using namespace std;
8 grppi::dynamic_execution ex = execution_mode(opt);
9 vector<double> output;

10 output.reserve(data.size());
11

12 int start_byte = start_byte_bit_len.at(0);
13 int start_bit = start_byte_bit_len.at(1);
14 int sig_len = start_byte_bit_len.at(2);
15

16 float offset = offsetFactor.at(0);
17 float factor = offsetFactor.at(1);
18 int bytes_to_get = max((sig_len/8), 1);
19

20 auto lambda = [&](vector<string> d) -> int{
21 vector<string> hex_num_vec(d.begin()+start_byte, d.begin()+

start_byte+bytes_to_get);
22 string joined_hex_num = join_and_reverse(hex_num_vec);
23 string bin = convertHexToBin(joined_hex_num);
24 string value_bin(bin.begin()+start_bit, bin.begin()+start_bit+

sig_len);
25 double value = (stoi(value_bin, 0, 2)*factor)+offset;
26 return value;
27 };
28

29

30 grppi::map(ex, data.begin(), data.end(), output.begin(), lambda)
;

31

32

33 return output;
34

35 }
36 }

Listing 3.10: DCEx code snippet for CAN-bus decoding function

3.2.2 Computer vision use case

In all computer vision use cases image preprocessing is required. Within this
process several different operations Can be included, e.g.:

• Resize image to the same size or cut smaller sub images from the original
one.

• Convert images, e.g. from 4 channels to 3, or grayscale conversion

The parallelisation concept in such case is to proceed in parallel as many images as
possible. The parallelisation pattern is map. This means, that each available CPU
core could proceed a single image at the time. Listing 3.11 shows a code snippet of
the procedure implemented with DCEx - GrPPI for reading an image in grayscale,
resizing and saving in a given directory. This can be performed in very similar way
for other variants of processing, e.g. channel conversion.
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1 void preprocessImages(const std::string & opt, std::vector<std::
string> files, std::string inPath, std::string outPath, int
width, int height)

2 {
3

4 grppi::dynamic_execution ex = execution_mode(opt);
5

6 auto preprocessLambda = [&] (string f) -> vector<string> {
7 Mat inImg = cv::imread(inPath+f, IMREAD_GRAYSCALE);
8 Mat outImg;
9 cv::resize(inImg, outImg, cv::Size(width, height));

10 cv::imwrite(outPath+f, outImg);
11 };
12

13 grppi::map(ex, files.begin(), files.end(), NULL,
preprocessLambda);

14

15 }

Listing 3.11: DCEx code snippet for image resize and save in grayscale

3.3 Instrumenting I/O application use case

In this section we report some analytics on monitoring an application that runs two
interdependant I/O tasks within DCEx+GrPPI prototype. This small application
releases a mixed read and write I/O requests during two short tasks separated by
a relatively important delay. The aim of this usecase is to monitor within the
DCEx+GrPPI canvas a simple application with predictable behaviour that mimics a
typical workflow steps:

• read input data and generates many intermediate files;

• a computation intensive that consumes generated data;

• combining many intermediate data to generate a final output.

This usecase is an opportunity to use an already-proven monitoring tool to ensures
that the DCEx+GrPPI framework manages properly interdependant phases and
keeps data integrity.

3.3.1 The I/O application

This I/O application reads initially about 11MB of data, mimicking a typical task
that ingests data from rough input files. During this first step the application writes
about 5GB of intermediary files and exhibits consequently a high I/O activity, then
it transforms these intermediary files during a longest compute step with almost
no I/O activity. These two steps constitute Task 1 within the meaning of DCEx.
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Following this first task, a second task (Task 2) generates heavy write I/O (13 GB)
simultaneously with a quite intensive read I/O (10 GB) in order to output final files.
Figure 3.13 illustrates results from monitoring the application. The graph shows
the evolution of I/O volume for read and write requests as a function of time with a
sampling interval of 5 seconds.

Figure 3.10: Evolution of collected I/O volume each 5 seconds along the application
duration. Bold black line shows the written volume of I/O integrated over the
previous 5s window size. The blue line stands for read I/O volume on the same
sampling period.

This dependancies between Task 1 et Task 2 will be checked by inserting command
line instructions using ioi-event service that flags the beginning and the end of
each of the two Tasks. We expect that the monitoring tool will reveal the precise
timestamp corresponding to the start and end of each Task. Using these provided
intervals, the amount of read/written data during each task can be added separately
to possibly retrieve the expected I/O volumes conveyed but the application when
running outside DCEx framework.

3.3.2 Insertion of events

The application was ran on one node and lasts about 3 minutes and 25 seconds.
ioi-event service is used by inserting two shell commands for each Task of the
application. Inserted events are labeled "Start/End Task 1/2" and identified as "Info"
type events. "Notice" events are automatically inserted by the monitoring tool at the
beginning and the end of the job. Figure 3.11 shows that no error nor debug events
were detected during the execution of the application.

The two tasks should convey I/O with a sequential access mode for almost 100% of
involved data. Written and read total volume are respectively 10.7GB and 21.5GB,
when calibrated without DCEx framework. The blocksize the tasks stripe the data
with is fixed to be the same. The Read/Write IO Sizes histograms showed in 3.12
contains mainly one dominant bin (the fourth one from the left), indicating that
the dispersion around the blocksize is quite narrow. With one dominant block
size observed in the figure, we can deduce from histograms of Figure 3.12 an
approximate throughput for each task. The duration histograms are green for I/Os
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Figure 3.11: The Events metadata shows two
events of type ’Notice’ and four events of type
’Info’. The ’Notice’ type are automatically
feeded and corresponds to the start and end of
the execution of the application, while ’Info’
are manually inserted at the beginning and
the end of each I/O phase. This totalizes four
events of type ’Info’. The bottom part of the
metadata indicates that five total processes was
spawned during the execution of the applica-
tion.

that move relatively fast, and yellow/orange for I/Os with a relatively slower transfer
rate.

(a) Read I/O statistics. (b) Write I/O statistics

Figure 3.12: Summary of various metrics of the I/O application under the DCEx
framework. The histogram on IO durations indicates that half of the I/O (bin colored
in green) transited fast enough while another half (bin colored in orange) experienced
some contention. For the written I/O the majority of blocks were transitting slowly
(dominant orange bin). The blocksize distribution for read and write I/O are quite
equivalent and reveals that both movements occurs within the same interval of block
size. Most I/O in both read and write are accessed sequentially, as expected.
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3.3.3 The instrumentation of the application

By placing code events at the beginning and the end of each application step, we can
ensure that data integrity is respected for each phase during experimental execution
within the DCEx framework, as we know the amount of I/O conveyed. So exchanged
data volume during the phases matches the expected ones. Figure 3.12 summarizes
the I/O volume and distribution on durations and sizes for each I/O type (read and
write).

Figure 3.13: Logged events of type ’Info’ for each application I/O phase along the
timeline. First bar indicates the exact time for the beginning of Task 1. The double
height bar shows that the ending of Task 1 occurs in the same timeframe (5 second
window) then the start of Task 2. This second task ends 10 seconds later.

These inserted events are extracted using the monitoring tool as bar signals originat-
ing from the exact timestamp each event occurs at. While their widths appear to
be large, it is actually the center of these signals that indicates the exact event time.
The monitoring tool used can dislay the exact timestamp for each logged event.
Figure 3.13 shows that Task 1 lasts from 11:54:40 AM to 11:57:45 AM, timeframe
at which the second task started to end at 11:57:55 AM.

Besides the message of the event and its timestamp, the hostname and service are
displayed. "Info" type inserted events are generated by "ioi-event" service so they
stay easy to distinguish from events generated automatically by "ioi-master" service
at the beginning and the end of each instrumented job.

As conclusion, event insertion allows to confirm that the expected dependancy
between Task 1 and 2 is respected wihtin the DCEx framework. No cross-talking
was observed during repeated executions. I/O volumes and characteristics are in
most cases stable with small variations we usually attribute to machine noise or
contention.

3.4 Mobility Analytics use case development

Recalling the use case proposed by Integris, the application consists of a mobility
analytics system built on the Hadoop ecosystem. Starting from a data set on HDFS,
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containing information about mobile users distribution on the Italian territory, the
core of the application allows for quantitative analysis by aggregation and filtering
functions.

3.4.1 Algorithm description

Aggregation and filtering functions mainly follow a Map and Reduce model, which
is very suitable for distributed and large amounts of data. As use case, the following
two jobs are considered:

Job 1: Aggregate by (AREA, YEAR,TRIMENSTER, DAYTYPE, TIMERANGE,
TYPE) and compute the overall average (AVG), the average of the elements
before the first decile (MIN) and the average of the element after the last
decile (MAX);

Job 2: Aggregate by (YEAR,MONTH,DAY,QUARTEROFHOUR,USERTYPE)
and compute the average of the values within the selected areas.

The proposed use case consists of two Spark jobs covering the just mentioned two
types of analysis, named trimestralMean and sumCustomArea. In both cases the
input is a HDFS text file. An entry has a structure as shown in following table 3.14,
and in the case of the text file it corresponds to a line Given the simplifications on
our mobility analytics system discussed in previous deliverables, namely:

(a) consider a fixed portion of the data set (e.g. one month of data);

(b) set input configuration, input and output as text files.

Figure 3.14: Input file format

3.4.2 Current approach

As described in previous deliverables, the workflows of both jobs follows the classic
MapReduce model, that is actually implemented using Spark2 Java API on YARN.

Map Subsequently, map operations emit key-value pairs, where the key is a string
properly built according to the wanted aggregation and the value is the number of
presence of a given entry. For example, if we want a sum of the presence values
aggregating only by selected areas, then the mapper will remove the information
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about the area in key-value pairs emission.

Reduce In the reduce step a specific function is used on the key, [list of values]. In
the just mentioned case, a simple sum of the elements of the list is applied. Actually,
more complex reducing function are implemented for this use cases

Format and write Key-value pairs are then formatted according to particular needs,
e.g. csv line format. This is essentially another map function on the reduce output,
on which data locality can largely be exploited. Finally, results are written on HDFS
as text files

3.4.3 Redesign of use case using ASPIDE solutions

In order to obtain some improvements we consider a full porting of our spark jobs
to a solution GrPPi+DCEX. Spark RDDs transformations can always be converted
to Map and Reduce operations implemented using GrPPI high level parallel pattern
map_reduce. The GrPPI execution models are exploited for implementing the DCEx
Data Model Abstractions (Data, Computing nodes and Task) including data locality
specifications.
Listing 3.12 shows the GrPPI+DCEx code for the trimestralMean

1 #undef NDEBUG
2 #include <cmath>
3 #include <iostream>
4 #include <std::vector>
5 #include <numeric>
6 #include <memory>
7 #include "strtk.hpp"
8 #include "datetime_utils.hpp"
9 #include <optional>

10 #include <stdlib.h> /* atoi, atof */
11 #include <string.h>
12 #include <iostream> // std::cout, std::ostream, std::ios
13 #include <fstream> // std::filebuf
14 #include "grppi.h"
15 #include "task_dist/zmq_port_service.h"
16 #include "task_dist/zmq_task.h"
17 #include <boost/serialization/map.hpp>
18 #undef COUT
19 #define COUT if (0) {std::ostringstream foo;foo
20 #undef ENDL
21 #define ENDL std::endl;std::cout << foo.str();
22 using namespace grppi;
23

24 // modify input string function, NOT a copy
25 void replace_string_in_place(std::string& subject, const std::

string& search,
26 const std::string& replace) {
27 size_t pos = 0;
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28 while ((pos = subject.find(search, pos)) != std::string::npos)
{

29 subject.replace(pos, search.length(), replace);
30 pos += replace.length();
31 }
32 }
33

34 // rowkey splitted on date and code territory
35 void tokenize_key(std::string str, std::std::vector<string> &

token_v){
36 size_t start = str.find_first_not_of("|"), end=start;
37

38 // Find next occurence of pipe delimiter
39 end = str.find("|", start);
40 // Push back the token found into std::vector
41 token_v.push_back(str.substr(start, end-start));
42 // Skip all occurences of the pipe delimiter to find new start
43 start = str.find_first_not_of("|", end);
44 }
45

46 //set day type weekday or public holiday
47 std::string day_type(int d, int m, int y){
48 int LeapYears = (int) y/ 4;
49 long a = (y - LeapYears)*365 + LeapYears * 366;
50 if(m >= 2) a += 31;
51 if(m >= 3 && (int)y/4 == y/4) a += 29;
52 else if(m >= 3) a += 28;
53 if(m >= 4) a += 31;
54 if(m >= 5) a += 30;
55 if(m >= 6) a += 31;
56 if(m >= 7) a += 30;
57 if(m >= 8) a += 31;
58 if(m >= 9) a += 31;
59 if(m >= 10) a += 30;
60 if(m >= 11) a += 31;
61 if(m == 12) a += 30;
62 a += d;
63 int b = (a - 2) % 7;
64 switch (b){
65 case 1:
66 case 2:
67 case 3:
68 case 4:
69 case 5:
70 return "1";
71 case 6:
72 case 7:
73 return "2";
74 }
75 }
76

77 // set day time slots
78 int get_day_range(std::string &time){
79 int size = std::size(day_range);
80 for (int i = 0; i < size; i++)
81 if (day_range[i].compare(time) >= 0)
82 return i + 1;
83

84 return size + 1; // last time slot ending at 23.59
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85 }
86

87 // main
88 int main(int argc, char *argv[])
89 {
90

91 std::string column_family_header = "P Ni Ns Tb Tc Gm Gf F1 F2 F3
F4 F5 F6";

92 // use this like column family header
93 std::string day_range [5] = { "0400", "0800", "1200", "1600",

"2000" };
94 // must be sorted by time
95

96 std::cout<<"Job 1 Aggregate by AREA|YEAR|TRIMENSTER|DAYTYPE|
TIMERANGE|TYPE and compute the overall average (AVG), the
average of the elements before the first decile (MIN) and the
average of the element after the last decile (MAX); \n";

97

98 if (argc != 7) {
99 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <node id> <server id> <

input_dir> <output_dir> <zmq_task_pool> <input_chunk>" << std::
endl;

100

101 }
102

103 long id = atoi(argv[1]);
104 long server_id = atoi(argv[2]);
105 bool is_server = (id == server_id);
106

107 // map a list of target machines
108 std::map<long, std::string> machines{{0, "127.0.0.1"}};
109 // create zmq scheduler
110 auto port_serv = std::make_shared<zmq_port_service> (machines[0],

5570, is_server);
111 std::cout << "port_service_->new_port() : " << port_serv->new_port

() << std::endl;
112 auto sched = std::make_unique<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>(machines,

id, port_serv, atoi(argv[5]), server_id, 2);
113

114 // task parallel_execution
115 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{std::

move(sched)};
116 exec.set_split_size(atoi(argv[6])); // exec chunk
117

118

119 std::cout<< "Input file or collection: "<<argv[3]<<std::endl;
120 aspide::text_in_container in(argv[3],’\n’);
121

122 std::cout<< "Output path: "<<argv[4]<<std::endl;
123 aspide::output_container out(argv[4]);
124

125

126

127

128 // formatted output function
129 format_writer formatter(out,[](std::map<std::string,std::vector<

double>> item ) -> std::string{
130 std::ostringstream s;
131 for (auto & w : item) {
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132 s << replace_string_in_place(w.first, "_", ";") << ";"
<< w.second.at(0)<< ";" << w.second.at(1) << ";" << w.second.at
(2) <<std::endl;

133 }
134 return s.str();
135 }
136 );
137

138 // Map loop on(UserType, input) and instantiates vector map (key,
values)

139 grppi::map_reduce(exec, in, formatter,[](std::string s)-> std::map
<std::string,std::vector<double>>

140 {
141 std::map<std::string,int> m;
142 std::istringstream iss(s);
143 std::istringstream cfh(column_family_header);
144 std::string family;
145 // convert key
146 std::string s;
147 iss >> s; //s contains full row-key
148 std:std::vector<std::string> v;
149 tokenize_key(s, v);
150 // split row-key into date and area
151

152 // Setup the RFC-822 HTTP date-time format handlers
153 dt_utils::datetime dt;
154 dt_utils::datetime_format00 fmt(dt); //YYYYMMdd
155 dt.clear();
156 // convert format key data to DateTime
157 strtk::string_to_type_converter("20" + v.at(0), fmt);
158

159 int trimester = (dt.month / 4) + 1;
160 std::string time;
161 iss >> time;
162 time = time.substr(3); //from 15|0000 to 0000
163 std::string area = v.at(1);
164

165 for(s; iss >> s;) {
166 cfh >> family;
167 // loop usertype column header
168

169 std::string map_key = area + "_" + dt.year + "_" + "
trimester" + "" + day_type(dt.day, dt.month, dt.year) +
get_day_range(time) + family;

170 std::vector<double> vect{ atof(s) };
171 m.insert({map_key, vect}); // map_key, value
172 }
173 return m;
174 },
175 // Reduce
176 [](std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> &lhs,
177 std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> &rhs)
178 {
179 std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> tmp;
180 for (auto & wv : rhs) {
181 if ( tmp.find(wv.first) == tmp.end() ) {
182 // not found
183 tmp[wv.first] = std::vector<double> { wv.second.at(0)

};
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184 } else {
185 // found
186 tmp[wv.first].push_back(w.second.at(0)); // groupbykey
187 }
188 }
189 for (auto & t: tmp){
190 auto n = t.second.size();
191 double mean = 0.0d;
192

193 if ( n != 0) {
194 mean = std::accumulate( t.second.begin(), t.second.end

(),
195 0.0) / t.second.size();
196 } // groupbykey.mean
197 // sort mean array
198 sort(tmp.second.begin(), tmp.second.end());
199 // first decile
200 int first_decile_index = (int) std::ceil((10 / 100) *
201 t.second.size()) - 1;
202 // mean first decile
203 double min = accumulate(t.second.begin(),
204 std::next(t.second.begin(), first_decile_index), 0.0)
205 // last decile
206 int last_decile_index = (int) std::ceil((90 / 100) *
207 t.size()) - 1;
208 // mean last decile
209 double max = accumulate(std::next(t.second.begin(),

last_decile_index),
210 t.second.end(), 0.0) / (t.second.size() -

last_decile_index);
211 lhs[t.first] = std::vector<double> { mean, min, max};
212 }
213 return lhs;
214 });
215 return 0;
216 }

Listing 3.12: trimestralMean

Listing 3.13 shows the GrPPI+DCEx code for the sumCustomArea

1 #include <string.h>
2 #include <iostream> // std::cout, std::ostream, std::ios
3 #include <fstream> // std::filebuf
4 #include "grppi.h"
5 #include "task_dist/zmq_port_service.h"
6 #include "task_dist/zmq_task.h"
7 #include <boost/serialization/map.hpp>
8 #undef COUT
9 #define COUT if (0) {std::ostringstream foo;foo

10 #undef ENDL
11 #define ENDL std::endl;std::cout << foo.str();}
12

13 using namespace grppi;
14 // rowkey splitted on date and code territory
15 void tokenize_key(std::string str, std::std::vector<string> &

token_v){
16 size_t start = str.find_first_not_of("|"), end=start;
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17 // Find next occurence of pipe delimiter
18 end = str.find("|", start);
19 // Push back the token found into std::vector
20 token_v.push_back(str.substr(start, end-start));
21 // Skip all occurences of the pipe delimiter to find new start
22 start = str.find_first_not_of("|", end);
23 }
24

25 // main
26 int main(int argc, char *argv[])
27 {
28

29 std::string column_family_header = "P Ni Ns Tb Tc Gm Gf F1 F2 F3
F4 F5 F6";

30 std::cout<<"Aggregate by YEAR|MONTH|DAY|QUARTEROFHOUR|USERTYPE and
compute the average \

31 of the values within the selected areas.";
32

33 if (argc != 7) {
34 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <node id> <server id> <

input_dir> <output_dir> <zmq_task_pool>
35 <input_chunk>" << std::endl;
36 }
37

38 long id = atoi(argv[1]);
39 long server_id = atoi(argv[2]);
40 bool is_server = (id == server_id);
41 // map a list of target machines
42 std::map<long, std::string> machines{{0, "127.0.0.1"}};
43 // create zmq scheduler
44 auto port_serv = std::make_shared<zmq_port_service> (machines[0],

5570, is_server);
45 std::cout << "port_service_->new_port() : " << port_serv->new_port

() << std::endl;
46 auto sched = std::make_unique<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>(machines,

id,
47 port_serv, atoi(argv[5])

, server_id, 2);
48 // task parallel_execution
49 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{std::

move(sched)};
50

51 exec.set_split_size(atoi(argv[6])); // exec chunk
52

53 std::cout<< "Input file or collection: "<<argv[3]<<std::endl;
54 aspide::text_in_container in(argv[3],’\n’);
55

56 std::cout<< "Output path: "<<argv[4]<<std::endl;
57 aspide::output_container out(argv[4]);
58

59 // formatted output function
60 format_writer formatter(out,
61 [](std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> item ) -> std::

string{
62 std::ostringstream s;
63 for (auto & w : item) {
64 s << w.first << "\t" << w.second.at(0) << "\t" << w.second

.at(1) <<std::endl;
65 }
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66 return s.str();
67 }
68 );
69

70 // Map - loop on (UserType, input) and instantiates vector
map_key, values

71 grppi::map_reduce(exec, in, formatter,[](std::string s)-> std::map
<std::string,std::vector<double>>

72 {
73 std::map<std::string,int> m;
74 std::istringstream iss(s);
75 std::istringstream cfh(column_family_header);
76 std::string family;
77 // convert key
78 std::string s;
79 iss >> s; //s contains full row-key
80 std:std::vector<std::string> v;
81 // split row-key into date and area
82 tokenize_key(s, v);
83

84 // Setup the RFC-822 HTTP date-time format handlers
85 dt_utils::datetime dt;
86 dt_utils::datetime_format00 fmt(dt);
87 //YYYYMMdd
88 dt.clear();
89 strtk::string_to_type_converter("20" + v.at(0), fmt);
90 // convert key format data to DateTime
91 std::string time;
92 iss >> time;
93 time = time.substr(3);
94 //from 15|0000 to 0000
95 for(s; iss >> s;) {
96 cfh >> family; // loop usertype column family header
97 // rowkey like yyMMdd|CUSTOM|P|0000
98 std::string map_key = v.at(0) + "|CUSTOM|" + family + "|" +

time;
99 std::vector<double> vect{ atof(s) };

100 m.insert({map_key, vect}); // map_key, value
101 }
102 return m;
103 },
104 [](std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> &lhs,std::map<std::

string,std::vector<double>> &rhs)
105 {
106 std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> tmp;
107 for (auto & wv : rhs) {
108 if ( tmp.find(wv.first) == tmp.end() ) {
109 // not found
110 tmp[wv.first] = std::vector<double> { wv.second.at(0) };
111 } else {
112 // found
113 tmp[wv.first].push_back(w.second.at(0));
114 }
115 } // groupbykey
116 for (auto & t: tmp){
117 auto count = t.second.size();
118

119 double sum = std::accumulate( t.second.begin(), t.second.end(),
0.0);
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120 // Alternative way C++17
121 //double sum = std::reduce(t.second.begin(), t.second.end());
122 // use reduce function
123 //double sum = std::reduce(std::execution::par, t.second.begin

(), t.second.end());
124 //Use hardware parallel processing capabilities
125 lhs[t.first] = std::vector<double> { sum, (sum / count)};
126 //return sum and avg for each key
127 }
128 // No need place sorting instruction here because map is actually

a tree and is sorted by key
129 return lhs;
130 });
131 return 0;
132 }

Listing 3.13: sumCustomArea

3.5 Diffusion-Weighted magnetic resonance image process-
ing

The SERMAS use-case has been adapted for using the DCEx framework. The
processing steps correspond with the execution of external preconfigured Python
scripts with invoke neuroimaging toolboxes as FSL2, MRtrix33, SMT4, all of then
are typically command-line tools. Additionally, other in-house Python functions are
employed like Nibabel5.

The use-case has been implemented using the following DCEx abstractions: split-
join and task. On the one hand, task abstraction enables the execution of black-box-
like Python commands. The input parameter of a task is a custom lambda function
that generates the final execution command line given a generated input data. Each
path represents a subject, which corresponds with a folder containing the input files.
The input path input parameter remains constant for all the execution stages of the
application so that it can be easily reused.

On the other hand, the split-join abstraction generates a divided execution path
between concurrent stages of the workflow, as shown in Figure 3.15. A complete
list of dependencies is described in Figure 3.16. We observe that after the execution
of the undersampledwi call, and fivettgen stages can be executed in parallel.
This example demonstrates the advantage of the parallel pattern composition. In
this case, it is possible to compose multilevel split-join stages.

2https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki
3https://www.mrtrix.org/
4https://github.com/ekaden/smt
5https://nipy.org/nibabel/
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Figure 3.15: Proposed DWI processing workflow by SERMAS.

Listing 3.14 represents the implemented code for this use case. Each stage of the
application is executed with a farm parallel task, which enables the distributed and
parallel execution on compute nodes or Cnodes. As we show in the code, most of
the generated code corresponds with the input parameters setup. However the code
for the execution orchestration is reduce to 13 lines.

1

2 #define WORKING "/working"
3

4 using namespace grppi;
5 using namespace aspide;
6 using namespace std;
7

8 setenv("DCEX_DEBUG","/home/dcex/resources/logcfg.xml",1);
9

10 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{};
11

12 aspide::binary_container folders("file://home/aspide/data/sermas")
;

13

14 pipeline( exec,
15 all(folders),
16 farm(task([](std::string & path) {
17 std::cout << "Creating folder " << path + WORKING << std::

endl;
18 return "mkdir -p " + path + WORKING;
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Figure 3.16: Dependencies of Python-based stages in DWI use case.

19 })),
20 farm(task([](std::string & path) {
21 std::cout << "Task bin_bvals.py on " << path << std::endl

;
22 auto bvals_file = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/bvals";
23 auto in0 = path + WORKING + "/bin_bvals";
24 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/bin_bvals.py " +

bvals_file + " " + in0;
25 })) ,
26 farm(task([](std::string & path) {
27 std::cout << "Task undersample_dwi.py on " << path << std

::endl;
28 auto dwi_image = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/data.nii.gz";
29 auto bvecs_file = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/bvecs";
30 auto in0 = path + WORKING + "/bin_bvals";
31 auto in1 = path + WORKING + "/un_dwi.nii.gz";
32 auto in2 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvecs";
33 auto in3 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvals";
34 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/undersample_dwi.py

" + dwi_image + " " + bvecs_file + " " + in0 + " " + in1 + " "
+ in2 + " " + in3;

35 })) ,
36 split_join(duplicate{},
37 pipeline(
38 task([](std::string & path) {
39 std::cout << "Task fivettgen.py on " << path <<

std::endl;
40 auto t1_image = path + WORKING + "/

T1w_acpc_dc_restore.nii.gz";
41 auto t2_image = path + WORKING + "/

T2w_acpc_dc_restore.nii.gz";
42 auto tt = path + WORKING + "/5tt.nii.gz";
43 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/fivettgen.

py " + t1_image + " " + t2_image + " " + tt;
44 }),
45 split_join(duplicate{},
46 task([](std::string & path) {
47 std::cout << "Task response.py on " << path

47



<< std::endl;
48 auto in0 = path + WORKING + "/un_dwi.nii.

gz ";
49 auto in1 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvecs";
50 auto in2 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvals";
51 auto mask = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/

nodif_brain_mask.nii.gz";
52 auto in3 = path + WORKING + "/wm_res.txt";
53 auto in4 = path + WORKING + "/gm_res.txt";
54 auto in5 = path + WORKING + "/csf_res.txt

";
55 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/

response.py " + in0 + " " + in1 + " " + in2 + " " + mask + " "
+ in3 + " " + in4 + " " + in5;

56 }),
57 task([](std::string & path) {
58 std::cout << "Task resize_5tt.py on " <<

path << std::endl;
59 auto in = path + WORKING + "/5tt.nii.gz";
60 auto out = path + WORKING + "/resized_5tt.

nii.gz";
61 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/

resize_5tt.py " + in + " " + out;
62 })
63 ),
64 task([](std::string & path) {
65 std::cout << "Task msmt_csd.py on " << path <<

std::endl;
66 auto in0 = path + WORKING + "/un_dwi.nii.gz ";
67 auto in1 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvecs";
68 auto in2 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvals";
69 auto mask = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/

nodif_brain_mask.nii.gz";
70 auto in3 = path + WORKING + "/wm_res.txt";
71 auto in4 = path + WORKING + "/gm_res.txt";
72 auto in5 = path + WORKING + "/csf_res.txt";
73 auto in6 = path + WORKING + "/wm_fod.nii.gz";
74 auto in7 = path + WORKING + "/gm_fod.nii.gz";
75 auto in8 = path + WORKING + "/csf_fod.nii.gz";
76 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/msmt_csd.py

" + in0 + " " + in1 + " " + in2 + " " + mask + " " + in3 + " "
+ in4 + " " + in5 + " " + in6 + " " + in7 + " " + in8;

77 })
78 ) ,
79 farm(task([](std::string & path) {
80 std::cout << "Task dtifit.py on " << path << std::

endl;
81 auto in0 = path + WORKING + "/un_dwi.nii.gz";
82 auto in1 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvecs";
83 auto in2 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvals";
84 auto mask = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/nodif_brain_mask.

nii.gz";
85 auto out = path + WORKING + "/dtifit_";
86 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/dtifit.py " +

in0 + " " + in1 + " " + in2 + " " + mask + " " + out;
87 })),
88 task([](std::string & path) {
89 std::cout << "Task mcmicro.py on " << path << std::

endl;
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90 auto in0 = path + WORKING + "/un_dwi.nii.gz ";
91 auto in1 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvecs";
92 auto in2 = path + WORKING + "/un_bvals";
93 auto mask = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/nodif_brain_mask.

nii.gz";
94 auto in3 = path + WORKING + "/mcmicro.nii.gz";
95 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/mcmicro.py " +

in0 + " " + in1 + " " + in2 + " " + mask + " " + in3;
96 }),
97

98 ) ,
99 task([](std::string & path) {

100 std::cout << "Task tracking.py on " << path << std::endl;
101 auto in0 = path + WORKING + "/wm_fod.nii.gz";
102 auto in1 = path + WORKING + "/tracks.tck";
103 auto in2 = path + WORKING + "/wm_fod.nii.gz";
104 auto in3 = path + WORKING + "/resized_5tt.nii.gz";
105 auto mask = path + "/T1w/Diffusion/nodif_brain_mask.nii.gz

";
106 return "python ../usercases/sermas/bin/tracking.py " + in0

+ " " + in1 + " " + in2 + " " + in3 + " " + mask;
107 }),
108 [](std::string & path) {
109 std::cout << "Finished " + path << std::endl;
110 }
111 );

Listing 3.14: DCEx code snippet for SERMAS workflow-based use case.
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Chapter 4

Task and Data Locality

The problem of coordinating many machines in a complex distributed system is
widely represented as a task scheduling problem. Task scheduling is a crucial key
component for the efficient execution of data-intensive applications on distributed
environments, where many machines must be coordinated to reduce execution times
and bandwidth consumption. Task scheduling has long been recognized as an
NP-hard problem, which represents a major challenge for researchers, especially if
the scheduling is performed dynamically and in real time (as required by modern
systems). The scheduling aims at identifying the most suitable resources for exe-
cuting the workloads on time and optimizing resource utilization. In particular, it
must also allow for many tasks to run simultaneously and for the exchange of large
amounts of data.

This chapter describes the programming and execution features related to task and
data locality. Section 4.1 reports the available state-of-art solutions. Section 4.2
describes our proposed solution.

4.1 State of the art

With the increasing popularity of data-intensive workflows, several research projects
have been carried out to define data-aware scheduling algorithms [1] [2] [3] aiming
at improving scalability, energy efficiency and execution performance. In particular,
due the imminent implementation of Exascale systems, task scheduling for mas-
sively parallel applications has become an important and strategic research area [4].
In particular, several algorithms and systems have been proposed to cope with the
needs of large scale data-intensive applications, exploiting both static and dynamic
scheduling [5] [6] [7].

Kosar et al. [8] proposed a data scheduler, namely Stork, that allows for planning
data allocation and data transfer among compute nodes in a network. In particular,
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Stork uses the ClassAd [9] language to represent data management tasks, while
computational workflows are executed using both Pegasus [10] for data-aware
planning and HTCondor DAGMan [11] for managing task dependencies. Stork
exposes four main data scheduling strategies: first fit, largest fit, smallest fit and
best fit. The first three strategies are heuristics, while the fourth one is an exact
algorithm that discovers the best data allocation using a greedy approach.

Wei et al. [12] proposed a data-aware scheduling strategy obtained as the combi-
nation of two existing systems: LSF (Load Sharing Facility) [13] and GFarm [14].
LSF is job scheduler expressively designed for HPC systems that exposes a set of
scheduling tools for managing global workloads and resources. GFarm is a dis-
tributed file system that is designed for data sharing in large clusters. The proposed
strategy exploits data location information retrieved from GFarm for evaluating data
affinity of tasks and automatically transfer data among nodes.

Acevedo et al. [15] proposed a data-aware scheduling algorithm based on a variant
of the Critical Path (CP) method [16], named Critical Path File Location (CPFL).
The algorithm is designed to schedule workflow tasks by declaring inter-task and
data dependencies. It also allows to execute an application composed of multiple
workflows by merging them into a single meta-workflow. The scheduler exploits a
pre-scheduling stage to establish where data should be allocated. Then, the critical
path method is used to assign a priority value to each task of the meta-workflow.
Subsequently, the scheduler manages each task using priority and assigns it to a
computing node based on its data dependencies.

Marozzo et al. [17] proposed a composition of two systems, the Data Mining
Cloud Framework (DMCF) [18] and Hercules [19], to obtain a data-aware workflow
scheduling for Cloud environments. DMCF allows to process and schedule workflow
tasks, while Hercules manages temporary files generated during computation. The
scheduling strategy is inspired by the one proposed in [20], but it uses a new local
queue on the executor node, called locallyActivatedTask, to obtain data-awareness.
For each node, the scheduler selects the best task to run, choosing it from the
global or local task queue. In particular, the scheduler tries to execute the task
whose dependencies have been resolved and for which the current node is the best
concerning data allocation.

MATRIX (MAny-Task computing execution fabRIc at eXascale) [21] is a system
that implements a data-aware scheduling strategy based on work stealing [22]. It
extends the classical work stealing strategy to support data-awareness by maintaining
information about data dependencies of scheduled tasks. The system consists of
three entities: client, scheduler and executor. The network nodes are fully connected,
which means that they can communicate each other. On each node, three basic
components run: executor, scheduler, and ZHT (Zero-hop distributed HashTable)
server [23]. In particular, the last component allows to implement a shared DKVS
(Distributed Key-Value Store) that stores information about tasks, including data
dependencies and data locality. The main idea behind MATRIX is to organize tasks
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into three local queues, which contain respectively: (i) tasks that are not ready to
run; (ii) strictly data-dependent tasks, which read very much data from well-defined
nodes; and (iii) not strictly data-dependent tasks that read a few temporary data.

Albatross [24] is a system that improves some features of MATRIX. Specifically,
it enhances fault tolerance by replacing the local queue containing not ready tasks
with Fabriq [25]. Fabriq is a distributed message queue (DMQ) that runs on top of
a distributed hash table, which prevents losing tasks when a node fails. Albatross
assign tasks to nodes by using a late-binding technique. Specifically: (i) when a
task becomes ready (i.e., all its dependencies are solved), the load balancer pulls it
from the DMQ and tries to send it to the best node according to data locality; (ii)
if the remote node is overloaded or data are local, the task is assigned to the local
queue of the current node; (iii) when the task is pulled from a local queue, the load
balancer tries again to send it to the best node and, if the assignment is not possible,
the task is executed on the current node.

4.2 Proposed solution

In this section we describe an alternative solution to the classical work-stealing, in
which an entity runs on the unloaded nodes during the computation, for searching
and stealing tasks from the overloaded ones. It should be noted that the stealing
process is activated many times and in many nodes. This behavior can limit the
scalability in large-scale computing systems (such as Exascale computers), where
the unloaded nodes are usually much more than the overloaded ones. Additionally,
each unloaded node competes with the others to steal tasks, which can lead to a
highly random distribution of tasks in the system.

We designed a new dynamic planning strategy, called work-giving [26], which is
used for migrating tasks from overloaded to unloaded nodes. Specifically, if a
node is overloaded, it tries to send some of its tasks to some unloaded nodes in its
neighborhood. In such case, it activates a procedure that must select some local tasks
to be transferred to some near nodes. The node that is selected to perform a task
is chosen using a heuristic that takes into account its workload and the location of
the input data used by the task. Listing 4.1 shows the pseudo-code of the procedure
used to find the best node for executing a task. Similarly to what was proposed by
Acevedo et al. [15], such a procedure aims at minimizing the total transfer time of
all input data. In particular, the data-transfer time of a file is calculated as the ratio
between file size and bandwidth of the node. Given a node, the total transfer time is
calculated by considering all the input files, required by the task, that are owned by
the node itself. For each node in the neighborhood, a score is calculated, based on
the data transfer time and its current workload. Then, the node that grants the best
score is chosen.
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1 task: the task to search the best node for
2 nodeSet: the set of all nodes in the system
3

4 function GetBestNode(task, nodeSet)
5 best-node := null
6 best-score := 0
7 foreach node in nodeSet do:
8 if not task is already assigned to node then:
9 data-transfer-time := 0;

10 foreach file read by task do:
11 file-nodes := get all the nodes that contains a replica of

↪→ the file
12 if node is in file-nodes then:
13 data-transfer-time := data-transfer-time + (size of file

↪→ )/(bandwith of node)
14 end if
15 end foreach
16

17 node-score := score(data-transfer-time, workload(best-node))
18

19 if best-node is null or node-score > best-score then:
20 best-score := node-score
21 best-node := node
22 end if
23 end if
24 end foreach
25 return best-node
26 end function

Listing 4.1: Pseudo-code of the procedure used to find the best node for executing a
task.

4.3 Data Locality in the Mobility Analytics Use Case

The main challenge of our use case consist in the amount of data to be read,
processed and stored. In the context of a Spark application everything is bundled
with the component Hadoop framework YARN. Yarn provides support for Resource
management and negotiation, manages vcores and memory, multiple users, multiple
apps. In particular, the Dynamic allocation for Spark executors is relevant. With
Dynamic allocation we don’t need to specify the number of executors while the
application grows and shrinks based on outstanding task count. In our use case it
was necessary to optimize the dynamic allocation, reducing allocation latency using
Data locality settings and managing cached RDDs. In order to optimize processing
tasks, Spark tries to place the execution code as close as possible to the processed
data. In general manner, Spark will firstly try to move serialized code to the data
because the code is usually smaller in size and moving it is much cheaper than
transferring the data over the network. Spark describes data locality concept in 5
levels:

PROCESS_LOCAL: data and processing are localized on the same JVM;
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NODE_LOCAL: data and processing are in the same node but on different
executor. This level is slower than the previous;

RACK_LOCAL: data is located in other node than processing but both nodes
are on the same rack. Obviously here the data is moved through the network;

NO_PREF: means no locality preference;

ANY:data is elsewhere but not on the same rack.

After some node finished current work, Spark starts look for new task for it. Go-
ing though all pending tasks Spark tries to find task with data locality not greater
than the current MaxDataLocality. MaxDataLocality is calculated based on diff
between current time and last launch time: curTime − lastLaunchTime >= locality-
Waits(currentLocalityIndex). Wait time is configured by spark job configuration:

spark.locality.wait (change wait time for all cases)

spark.locality.wait.node (for NODE_LOCAL)

spark.locality.wait.process (for PROCESS_LOCAL)

spark.locality.wait.rack for RACK_LOCAL)

So, the data locality is controlled by the configuration entries beginning with
spark.locality.wait. Its value is defined in time units (e.g. s for seconds) and indi-
cates how long Spark can wait to acquire the data on given locality level before
giving up. Sometimes the data is not available immediately and the processing task
must wait before getting it. However, when the time defined in spark.locality.wait
expires, Spark will try less local level, that is: local -> node -> rack -> any.
The configuration enhances more fine-grained control with the entries reserved for:
spark.locality.wait.process (PROCESS_LOCAL), spark.locality.wait.node (NODE_LOCAL)
and spark.locality.wait.rack (RACK_LOCAL). However, it’s not always possible
and sometimes the data must be moved to the executor - for instance when given
node is responsible only for storage. The data locality can have an important influ-
ence on processing time. For instance, when the data is available outside of the rack
and the waiting time is defined for 3 seconds, we will need to wait 9 seconds before
executing given task. If the processing works on microbatches it will inevitably
delay the task execution. We tried to optimize the data locality in our Spark jobs
from defined preferred locations by catching adequate messages in the log. But the
idea turned out to be hard and expensive about effort.

We redesigned our use case using the current version of the GrPPI+DCEx frame-
work. The porting was carried out on a single−node environment using the GrPPI
map_reduce pattern and defining a visible map collection for N target machines
(N=1) as follows

1 std::map<long, std::string> machines{{0, "127.0.0.1"}};
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2 auto port_serv = std::make_shared<zmq_port_service> (machines[0],
5570, is_server); std::cout << "port_service_->new_port() : "
<< port_serv->new_port() << std::endl;

3 auto sched = std::make_unique<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>(machines,
id,port_serv, atoi(argv[5]), server_id, 2);

4 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{std::
move(sched)};

5 exec.set_split_size(atoi(argv[6])); // input chunks

Listing 4.2: zmq port_service, zmq_scheduler, zmq_task

This information will be hidden through the Carea and Cnode constructors and the
use of the other DCEx data-aware specifications data.get, Task_Pool, data.declare,
Task, and data.set. This approach using the

zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>exec{std::move(sched)

directive will address data locality when the application is deployed on distributed
environment with N target machines > 1
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Chapter 5

Application Autotuning and
Event Detection

We introduce the ASPIDE autotuning approach based on a multi-objective opti-
misation algorithm that considers multi-dimensional search space with plugable
objectives, including execution time and energy. Moreover, to further improve
the application execution, the ASPIDE approach utilizes a machine learning (ML)
based events detection approach, capable of identifying point and contextual anoma-
lies [27]. In general, the ASPIDE autotuner assists the developers in understanding
the non-functional properties of their applications by making it easy to analyze
and experiment with the input parameters. The autotuner further supports them in
exposing their obtained insights using tunable parameters.

Therefore, the contributions of the ASPIDE autotuner are the following:

1. Multi-objective autotuning approach with plugable objectives for identifying
optimal application execution parameters;

2. Machine learning based anomalies and event detection engine, capable of
detecting anomalies during application execution, including hardware fail-
ures and communication bottlenecks, thus constraining the multi-objective
autotuning approach.

Further details on the autotuner can be find in Deliverable 3.4 and Deliverable 3.6.

5.1 DCEx autotuner

The ASPIDE autotuner iteratively seeks for an optimal application parameter set-
tings tuned for the given exascale infrastructure. As the number and the definition
range of tuning parameters are application specific, the size of the parameter and
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objective search spaces varies among different applications. Accordingly, with the
increasing search space size also the search complexity increases. To speed up
and guide the search process on higher scales, the ASPIDE autotuner implements
a specifically tailored genetic algorithm. The autotuner is based on a modular
design, which allows plugable objective functions to be used. This means that the
main algorithm can take various optimisation functions, such as execution time,
energy efficiency or financial costs. Therefore, the ASPIDE autotuner is capable of
optimising either a single objective or a set of trade-off objectives.

Autotuner

Exascale Application
Parameter definition

Objectives definition

Sheduler

Data location
map

M3AT Monitoring

Event Detection
Engine

DB

R
es

ou
rc
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s

Decision
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Figure 5.1: Autotuning Process.

In general, the ASPIDE autotuning approach is based on the well-known NSGA-II
algorithm ( [28]), which moves on each iteration closer towards a Pareto optimal
set of application parameters considering anomaly specific constraints, such as
performances anomalies or hardware failures during previous executions. As de-
picted in Figure 5.1, our approach uses a historical set of previously evaluated
application parameter settings to suggest, during each iteration, new application
parameter settings. The new application settings are evaluated in a real environment
and the objectives values are measured by a Prometheus based monitoring tool (See
Deliverable 3.2). After the evaluation step completes, the new application parameter
settings are added to the historical set and shared with the events and anomalies
detection engine for the next iteration.

5.2 DCEx event detection engine

The ASPIDE Events and Anomalies Detection Engine Architecture (EDE), initially
described in Deliverables 3.2 and 3.4, contains a set of main components divided
into three layers: data ingestion, data pre-processing, and training and prediction.
The architecture of the systems in depicted in Figure 5.2.
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5.2.1 Data ingestion

To begin with, the data ingestion component implements a connector sub-module
that serves as adapters for connecting different monitoring services. Furthermore,
this component is also able to load data directly from static files in various formats,
including HDF5, CSV, JSON or raw format. To further aid the event detection
methods the ASPIDE EDE supports data ingestion directly via query from the
monitoring solution or streamed queuing service. This reduces the time between
the event was observed and detected.

Figure 5.2: EDE architecture.

5.2.2 Data pre-processing

Afterwards, the pre-processing component gathers the raw data from the data
ingestion component and applies the required transformations. It handles data
formatting (i.e. one-hot encoding), analysis (i.e. statistical information), splitter
(i.e. splitting the data into training and validation sets) and finally augmentation (i.e.
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oversampling and undersampling ( [29])). This component is also responsible for
any feature engineering of the incoming monitoring data.

5.2.3 Anomalies prediction

The training and prediction component is divided into two sub-components. The
training sub-component is used to instantiate and train machine learning mod-
els that can be used for event detection. The end user is able to configure the
hyper-parameters of the selected machine learning models as well as run automatic
optimization on these (i.e. Random Search, Bayesian search etc.). The training sub-
component handles the evaluation of the created predictive model on a holdout set.
Once a predictive model is trained and validated it is saved inside a model repository.
Each saved model has to have metadata attached to it denoting its performance on
the holdout set as well as other relevant information such as size and throughput.

Lastly, the prediction sub-component encompasses the retrieving of the trained
model from the model repository and feeding of metrics from the monitored system.
The prediction sub-component can either use the trained models to perform inference
and detect events and anomalies or utilise rule based approach. In the case rule
based approach is used, the prediction component has to include a rule based engine
and a rule repository. Naturally, detection of anomalies or any other events is of little
practical significance if there is no way of handling them. Therefore, we include a
component, which once the event has been identified tries to resolve the underlying
issues.

5.3 ASPIDE Labeled dataset

In order to fully test the monitoring and EDE tools we needed to combine to crucial
aspects. First we needed to successfully monitor a use-case. Meaning that we needed
to capture all the available metrics which can be used to create a performance cross
section capturing all of the behaviour which is idiosyncratic to the application.
Secondly, we needed to add a series of anomalies to the application and gauge the
effects this has on not only the performance but potentially the behaviour of the
application. These insights can then be used to suggest and enact modifications to
the application. These can range from parameter tuning to data locality.

In deliverable D2.3 [30] we have discussed several anomalies, mostly hardware
related which can be induced. In deliverable D2.5 [31] we presented a distributed
anomaly induction tool for which we implemented several anomalies.
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Dataset Generation

As mentioned before we generated the dataset using the anomaly inducer tool. For
this we used the configuration shown in Listing 5.1:

1 {
2 "anomalies":[
3 {
4 "type":"dummy",
5 "options":{
6 "stime":60
7 },
8 "prob":0.1
9 },

10 {
11 "type":"cpu_overload",
12 "options":{
13 "half":0,
14 "time_out":60
15 },
16 "prob":0.4
17 },
18 {
19 "type":"memeater_v2",
20 "options":{
21 "unit":"gb",
22 "multiplier":1,
23 "iteration":2,
24 "time_out":60
25 },
26 "prob":0.2
27 },
28 {
29 "type":"copy",
30 "options":{
31 "unit":"gb",
32 "multiplier":3,
33 "remove":1,
34 "time_out":20
35 },
36 "prob":0.2
37 },
38 {
39 "type":"ddot",
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40 "options":{
41 "iterations":4,
42 "time_out":10,
43 "modifiers":[
44 0.9,
45 5,
46 2
47 ]
48 },
49 "prob":0.1
50 }
51 ],
52 "options":{
53 "loop":1,
54 "stagger_time":30,
55 "randomise":1,
56 "sample_size":25,
57 "distribution":"uniform",
58 "workers":1
59 }
60 }

Listing 5.1: Anomaly session

The main focus at this stage was not only to test the impact of the anomalies on
a use-case but also to test the capability of several predictive models to detect the
induced anomalies. For this we have selected the AUDSOME use-case which we
ran on the largest available dataset on a single machine. The metrics where collected
using the ASPIDE monitoring solution. For a full overview of the experiment results
please consult Deliverable D3.5 [32]. In the following paragraphs we will focus on
the dataset generated for these experiments.

We ran a total of 4 traces. For the first trace is meant as a baseline without any
running applications or anomalies. The second trace was of the AUDSOME use-
case without any anomalies. The third trace is of only the anomalies while the
fourth and last trace is of the use-case and the anomalies.

All of these traces were run for approximately 1 hour, as the dataset and anomalies
induced can effect the use-case execution time not all traces are the same length,
however they use the same settings. The first thing we do, when it comes to pre-
processing the data is to remove any low variance features. Meaning features which
do not change throughout the trace. Because both anomalies and use-case effect
feature variance in different ways we executed the low variance detection on all
traces and removed only the common ones. Even so we can see the effects low
variance features have on a dataset. Figure 5.3 show the Pearson correlation for the
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Figure 5.3: Clean Trace Person correlation

first, clean, dataset. While Figure 5.4 shows the Pearson correlation for the use-case
and anomaly trace.

A different view of the effects of both the induced anomalies and the use-case on
the collected metrics can be seen in Figure 5.5. Here we can see 4 plots representing
specific metrics; CPU load, Free memory, memory committed, inactive memory
bytes.

The generated dataset represented by the 4 traces has proven to be extremely
valuable. As stated before we aimed for simulating hardware failures and how they
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Figure 5.4: AUDSOME Anomaly Trace Person correlation

effect application execution. We have managed to create a tool which can be used to
generate high quality labeled datasets. The available features are separable based on
the type of anomaly being induced at any given time. The 4 features plotted in Figure
5.5 were not selected at random. In fact they are the top 4 feature as indicated by
the RandomForest algorithm during the detecton phase of the experiments detailed
in Deliverable D3.5 [?].
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Figure 5.5: Feature comparison between traces

5.4 Interaction with the DCEx scheduler

This section illustrates the data data flow among the components of the ASPIDE
DCEx through an usage example, depicted Figure 5.6. The application owners use
the ASPIDE API, based on the GrPPi language, to describe and parallelise their
application. The ASPIDE API supports a MPI+X model, adapted for distributed
memory systems at large scale. It utilizes task-based back-end for exascale environ-
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Figure 5.6: Top leview view of the system architecture.

ment and employs queues for identifying the relations between the tasks and data.
Afterwards, when the application is described and all dependencies between the
components are identified, the application is send to the scheduler, which accepts
the application’s tasks in one of the three queues (sequential, parallel and not-ready).
The scheduler can use different scheduling algorithms for the different queues. After-
wards the scheduler sends request to the autotuner for optimal execution parameters.
The request contains query on which application parameters to be used for the given
available infrastructure, such as number of threads and data size. The autotuner,
based on the optimisation functions (such as execution time or energy constrains),
applies Pareto optimisation and as a result sends a vector with information on the
application execution parameters. Thereafter, based on the execution parameters,
the sheduler prepares a set of possible schedules of application components to
resources. These possible schedules are then sent to the EDE. The ASPIDE EDE
examines if the possible schedules and execution parameters have been used in the
past and if they have induced communication bottlenecks or irregular application
behavior. Based on the information from the EDE, the scheduler removes unsuitable
schedules. If none of the remaining schedules meet the execution requirements, the
whole process is repeated from the beginning. Otherwise, the scheduler deploys the
application across the exascale infrastructure.
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Chapter 6

Monitoring and Testing DCEx
programs

This chapter describes the use of ASPIDE monitoring tools in the development of
DCEx programs.

6.1 Deep Learning monitoring

Deep Learning use cases were integrated with Prometheus monitoring tool. Prometheus
allows to monitor both hardware parameters like CPU and GPU load, memory us-
age, etc. Apart from it, specific parameters defined in the application can also be
monitored. In the subsections below the monitored parameters specific for each
case will be described and code snippets with integration will be presented.

6.1.1 Text files processing

In text file processing use case the following parameters efficiency parameters are
monitored:

• Average number of lines processed per second.

• Average time processing (decoding) time per file.

• Ratio of I/O operations to processing (decoding) time.

• Time of decoding current file.

• Average read time in time interval (e.g. last 5 min).

• Average write time in time interval (e.g. last 5 min).
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Figure 6.1 shows visualisation of metrics mentioned above in Grafana.

Figure 6.1: Online visualisation of metrics collected to Prometheus using Grafana.
Dashboard shows metrics the following metrics: speed of decoding lines as time
series (top left), time spent on operations (read, write, decoding of lines; middle top
pie chart), numerical metrics like average time of decoding etc. Apart from that
technical parameters directly from system can be observed (e.g. memory usage,
CPU load; bottom left time series).

In the Deliverable D2.5 the implementation samples of metrics monitoring in Python
and C++ was presented. Listing 6.2 presents code snippet of monitoring in C++ to
monitor time required to decode a single file. Summary metric was chosen in to
monitor all parameters, because it joins functionalities of Gauge and Counter - sum
up given values and counts observations (like Counter). Current version of codes
are prepared in C++, and thus third party Prometheus client had to be used. The
disadvantage of this solution is, that some functionalities does not work as expected.
Thus, to use Summary in the similar way as in Python our own implementation of
this metric was proposed. This combines Counter and Gauge functionalities, which
work as expected. Listing 6.1 presents our implementation of Summary metric.

1 using namespace prometheus;
2

3 Exposer exposer{"0.0.0.0:9104"};
4

5 class MySummary{
6 public:
7 MySummary(std::string name, std::string help, Exposer* exposer

);
8 void Observe(double value);
9

10 private:
11 std::shared_ptr<Registry> countRegistry;
12 std::shared_ptr<Registry> gaugeRegistry;
13 Counter* count;
14 Gauge* sum;
15
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16 Counter& getCounter(std::string name, std::string help, std::
shared_ptr<Registry> registry);

17 Gauge& getGauge(std::string name, std::string help, std::
shared_ptr<Registry> registry);

18

19 };
20

21 MySummary::MySummary(std::string name, std::string help, Exposer
* exposer)

22 {
23 using namespace std;
24 string countName = name+"_count";
25 string gaugeName = name+"_sum";
26 this->countRegistry = std::make_shared<Registry>();
27 this->gaugeRegistry = std::make_shared<Registry>();
28 this->count = &this->getCounter(countName, help, countRegistry

);
29 this->sum = &this->getGauge(gaugeName, help, gaugeRegistry);
30

31 exposer->RegisterCollectable(countRegistry);
32 exposer->RegisterCollectable(gaugeRegistry);
33

34 }
35

36 void MySummary::Observe(double value)
37 {
38 this->count->Increment();
39 this->sum->Increment(value);
40 }
41

42 Counter& MySummary::getCounter(std::string name, std::string
help, std::shared_ptr<Registry> registry){

43 auto& counter_family = BuildCounter()
44 .Name(name)
45 .Help(help)
46 .Labels({{"type", "cpp"}})
47 .Register(*registry);
48 auto& counter = counter_family.Add(
49 {{name+"_counter", ""}});
50

51 return counter;
52 }
53

54

55 Gauge& MySummary::getGauge(std::string name, std::string help,
std::shared_ptr<Registry> registry){

56 auto& gauge_family = BuildGauge()
57 .Name(name)
58 .Help(help)
59 .Labels({{"type", "cpp"}})
60 .Register(*registry);
61 auto& gauge = gauge_family.Add(
62 {{name+"_gauge", ""}});
63 return gauge;
64 }

Listing 6.1: PSNC implementation of Summary metric in C++
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1

2 // GLOBAL VARIABLES
3 MySummary lineDecodeSummary = MySummary("line_decode_summary", "

Summary of decoding.", &exposer);
4 MySummary lineReadSummary = MySummary("line_read_summary", "

Summary of IO operations.", &exposer);
5 MySummary lineSpeedSummary = MySummary("line_speed_summary", "

Average line speed processing for file.", &exposer);
6 MySummary fileDecodeSummary = MySummary("file_decode_summary", "

Summary of decoded files.", &exposer);
7 MySummary fillValuesSummary = MySummary("fill_values_summary", "

Summary of fill missing values function.", &exposer);
8

9 //...
10

11 clock_t startLinesDecode = clock();
12

13 createKeyObjects(keys, keysAdded, keyFields);
14 createFrameObjects(framesTimesValues, keysAdded, inputVec);
15

16 decodeToDecimalValues(framesTimesValues, keys, mode); //Decoding
with GrPPI

17

18 clock_t endLinesDecode = clock();
19 double elapsed = double(endLinesDecode-startLinesDecode) /

CLOCKS_PER_SEC;
20 lineDecodeSummary.Observe(elapsed); // Monitor time of decoding

Listing 6.2: Snippet of monitoring time required to decode a single file.

6.2 Mobility use case monitoring

In mobility analytics use case the following metrics can be monitored:

• Average number of images processed per second.

• Average image read and write time.

• Ratio of I/O operations.

The implementation is done in the same way as presented in 6.1.1 using the same
components and mechanisms.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This deliverable presented the most recent version of the ASPIDE GrPPI-DCEx
programming environment for application programming. In this document, we
described the advancements achieved with the DCEx+GrPPI prototype, some new
features introduced in the new release and experiments carried out on some tools
that are part of the DCEx software architecture. In particular, in the deliverable we
focused on the work done in T2.1-T2.4 of WP2.

After the Introduction, we discussed in Chapter 2 how to develop application code in
the most recent version of the DCEx+GrPPI framework prototype and outlined the
status of the DCEx+GrPPI prototype also including installation operations. Then
we presented and discussed the implementation of software use cases by using the
programming mechanisms available in the current version of the ASPIDE prototype.
This showed how the new features of the most recent software prototype influenced
program development.

After that we described the design and evaluation of a data-locality approach for
DCEx programs based on a data-aware scheduling strategy used for the execution
of large-scale task workflows. Since it is related to the programming environment,
the deliverable discussed the status of the autotuning model and its execution as
coinceived in the project, that is based on a multi-objective optimization algorithm
considering multi-dimensional search space with plugable objectives and including
execution time and energy. The discussed model utilizes a machine learning based
events detection approach that is capable of identifying point anomalies together
with contextual anomalies.

Finally, the deliverable described the use of the ASPIDE monitoring and testing
features in the development of DCEx programs.
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